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The date of the very first Thornycroft bus is open to debate. The Belfast
& Northern Counties Railway tested one Thornycroft 14-seat steam bus in
February 1902, although they did not enter service until the spring of
that year. In March 1902 the London Road Car Company placed a Thornycroft
steam bus in service using a converted double-deck horsebus body,
although the experiment lasted just two months and proved unpopular. By
this time, however, the petrol engine was gaining favour and Thornycroft
manufactured their first petrol-engined vehicle, a 4-ton goods chassis
in 1902.

In 1905 Thornycroft exhibited a 34-seat 24hp double-deck bus in the livery
of the London Motor Omnibus Company at the 1905 Olympia Motor Show and
by late 1905 double-deckers were being sold widely. However the
reliability of the earlier vehicles caused operating problems for some
companies. The Bristol Tramways & Carriage Company purchased 12
Thornycroft 24hp chassis to begin motorbus operations in 1906 but the
design and reliability of the vehicles persuaded the company to build its
own buses, thus establishing the Bristol marque.

Despite the failings of the early buses a good number of repeat orders
were forthcoming. From 1908 to 1914 a range of 16hp 2-cylinder chain drive
commercial models catalogued as types R and S of 15-25cwt and A and B of
2-2½ tons was offered, along with C and D models which had 30hp 4-cylinder
engines with chain drive but longer wheelbase and were also of 2-2½ tons.
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AE730 was a 1906 Thornycroft 24hp chassis of the Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co, originally
with double-deck bodywork but seen here after the top-deck was removed, although the staircase
is still in place. (LTHL collection).
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The latter were designated 40L4 and 50L4 in chassis records and were
favoured by charabanc operators.

In 1911, with the threat of war, the War Office introduced a subsidy
scheme for chassis which could be used in the event of hostilities,
whereby suitable chassis received a £50 purchase grant and £20 per annum
for three years subject to satisfactory maintenance. It was intended that
this would produce a supply of vehicles which could be quickly drawn on
for military use if needed. Thornycroft introduced suitable chassis H, J
and K types in 1912 utilising the L4 30hp engine but with a sturdier
chassis than the C or D models. An initial batch of H, J and K models (of
basically similar design) was produced between August 1912 and May 1913,
followed by a further 100 subsidy chassis (50 J-type and 50 K-type) from
May 1913 onwards. Most of the J models went to commercial users and eight
were bodied as charabancs and this became Thornycrofts most successful
model to date. In the latter part of 1913 a new range of models was
introduced with shaft drive to a live rear axle. The RT was of 1-ton load
capacity; ST of 1½-ton; AT of 2-ton; BT of 2½-ton, all with 4-cylinder
20/24hp engines. These models were intended as the successors to the R,
S, A and B types. Also during 1913 a new engine described as 40hp was
introduced – the M4 of 6.25 litre capacity.

On 4 August 1914 World War I commenced. Thornycroft's output during the
war years was almost entirely the J-type for military use in a number of
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guises. By the end of the war in 1918 over 5000 J-types had been produced.
Following the cessation of hostilities demand for new vehicles promised
much but in the end delivered little. Ex-military vehicles such as the
J-type became available in large numbers and dealers were able to offer
re-conditioned military chassis for about a quarter of the price of a new
one. Even the British Automobile Traction Co (BAT), which had initially
purchased new J-types switched to buying ex-military chassis bringing in
little income for Thornycroft. From 1923-1924 a production run of 300 of
the BT model included 10 examples of a separate but closely related model
the 'Patrician' sharing the 4.5 litre AB4 engine and other BT features
seating up to 20 passengers on a 14ft wheelbase, at first offered as a
charabanc. The use of a name for identification was a new development.
The BT was superseded in mid-1924 by the BX-type and the 'Boadicea', in
similar form to the 'Patrician' but longer with 16ft wheelbase and seating
up to 32, was included in BX production batches. The first 100 included
33 'Boadicea' chassis.

From late 1923 a new engine the BB4 gradually became stamdard for heavier
models with a general description of 50hp rating and 6.97 litre capacity,
one of the larger 4-cylinder engines then on offer. The BB4 was adopted
for the J-type now quoted as a 4-ton model and then the forward control
variant the JB available from late 1923. As a single-deck vehicle the JB
had 16ft 6ins wheelbase and was 27ft 6ins long with seating for up to 38
passengers; the double-deck version had a wheelbase of 15ft 6ins.
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Introduced in late 1913 was the Thornycroft
BT-type 2.5 ton chassis with 20/24hp engine.

These two illustrations are taken from an
advertisement dated May 1922 and show two
forms of the model; on the right a 14-seat
charabanc body on a BT chassis and above a
14-seat saloon bus on the same chassis.

The BT chassis was superseded in mid-1924
by the BX-type.

(Graces Guide).
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EC2848 was a 1922 Thornycroft ‘J’ with Northern Counties bodywork operated by the Lake
District Road Traffic Company of Ambleside. (Graces Guide).
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Kilmarnock Corporation was an early user of Thornycroft chassis. This is SD8835, a Thornycroft
‘Boadicea’ dating from 1925, with Cowieson 29-seat dual-entrance bodywork. (LTHL collection).
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A long-wheelbase version of the normal control J-type known as the 'J
Long' was also available and introduced a designation that was to be
characteristic of Thornycroft chassis names over the next few years.

The revival of the subsidy scheme by the War Department in the mid-1920's
provided a much needed boost to Thornycroft's fortunes and they produced
the 30cwt A1 model in September 1924. It was a simple but high quality
design using the new 3.62-litre FB4 side-valve engine. The passenger
version retained the wheelbase of 11ft 6ins and was quoted as 20-seat but
there was a need for a longer version and this led to the introduction
of the A1 Long in 1925 with a 14ft wheelbase. In October 1926 the A2 and
A2 Long were added to the range this time on a 2-ton chassis but to the
same basic design, although still quoted as 20-seat. The A1 and A2
remained in production until 1931.

The success of the FB4 engine of the A1 prompted the development of larger
engines. Two four-cylinder engines, the HB4 of 5.42-litres and the MB4
of 6.97-litres both appeared in 1926. Two prototypes using the HB4 engine
were built, one on a goods chassis and one on a passenger chassis. The
passenger chassis was type LB with a different chassis to the goods model
and after tests was bodied by Vickers. The most obvious feature of the
LB was the lower build and it was described as the 'Low Loader'. It had
16ft 6ins wheelbase which provided for a body seating 28-30 passengers.
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The A2 model, introduced in October 1926, was basically the same design as the A1 but on a
2-ton chassis with uprated springs and tyres, although still marketed as a 20-seater.
(Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical Engineers).
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No. 14 (OT7822), a 1928 Thornycroft LB of Woking & District Motor Services on chassis No.
13485.  It was one of just 30 LB chassis built and had a B26F body by an unknown builder.
(Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical Engineers).
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Thornycroft UB demonstrator OT4329 with Northern Counties 26-seat bodywork on chassis No.
13456. It had the MB4 engine as opposed to the HB4 of the LB-type and was subsequently sold
to the Venture Bus Company of Newcastle. (Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical Engineers).
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The LB, however, did not achieve particularly good sales and just 30 were
built. Another model the UB-type was added to the range later in the year
with the larger MB4 engine and became more popular than the LB which was
subsequently dropped. Early in 1927 the UB Forward was introduced.

The passenger range was increased during 1927 to include a new 4-cylinder
model the SB-type utilising the new low frame chassis and wheelbase of
16ft 6ins and the HB4 engine and quoted as 24-26 seat, but there was more
interest in the new 6-cylinder models. In late 1927 the first 6-cylinder
model the A6 'Lightening' appeared. It had the YB6 side-valve 5.62-litre
engine and 15ft wheelbase, quoted as 20-seat but later changed to 20-26
seat. It was built in production runs of 75 from early 1928 but sales did
not match those of the A2 Long and just 226 were built when production
ceased in 1932. The A4 six-wheel model (derived from the A3 six-wheel
model which had been mainly a goods vehicle) with the YB6 engine was also
introduced in the same year although the 14-20 seat passenger version,
also available as forward control, sold in modest numbers. By 1928 the
A4 wheelbase had increased from its original 12ft to 15ft and the seating
capacity was increased to 26, making it comparable to the two-axle A6.

In November 1927 the Commercial Vehicle Show was held at Olympia and
introduced what was to become Thornycroft's best known model – the BC
Forward. It was basically the UB Forward chassis with a new 6-cylinder
side-valve engine the ZB6 of 6.9-litres. There was also a normal control
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model but operators were, by then, preferring forward control models. The
Isle of Thanet Electric Supply Company purchased 4 BC Forward chassis in
mid-1928 and they were fitted with Hall Lewis 48-seat double-deck bodies,
although the chassis was not then being marketed as double-deck.

Six-wheel chassis were also being marketed by Karrier and Guy with several
municipal fleets taking their six-wheel models. Thornycroft countered
with the EC and the EC Forward, both with the ZB6 engine  most of which
went to South African Railways. A prototype forward control six-wheel
double-deck chassis 29ft long and with 18ft wheelbase, the FC Forward,
was being tested by June 1928. Between November 1925 and May 1930
Liverpool Corporation took 60 Thornycroft FC chassis, by far the biggest
user. The last 40 buses had WB6 7.76-litre side-valve engines and the
practice of linking chassis and engine designations began to be used and
these became FC/WB6, although not widely publicised as such.

A double-deck version of the BC Forward, although listed as available in
November 1928 was not ready until September 1929. By now, however,
competition from Leyland in the form of the TD1 and from AEC with the
Regent made it difficult for Thornycroft to establish the model and the
construction of the BC with its central position of the rear axle worm
drive meant a relatively high level for the gangway at this point compared
to the low level of the TD1 with its offset worm drive casing. Thus the
BC Forward double-decker reached only modest sales.
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No. 19 (YW7745) was a 1928 Thornycroft BC Forward with Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies B32F
bodywork operated by the London & North Eastern Railway. (Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical
Engineers).
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The Isle of Thanet Electric Supply Company purchased four BC Forward chassis, which were
primarily intended for single-deck bodies, and fitted them with Hall Lewis 48-seat
double-deck bodies as seen here. (Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical Engineers).
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From November 1929 the LC Forward was available with the earlier MB4
6.97-litre engine as a 32-seat single-deck or 52-seat double-deck, the
Egyptian General Omnibus Company (EGOC) taking 108 examples, which proved
to be the largest fleet of Thornycroft buses and in all 160 LC models of
all variants were built. The 1929-1931 period was when Thornycroft bus
sales were at their most extensive with 14 municipalities having
Thornycroft chassis in their fleets and some of the larger railway fleets
having Thornycroft passenger chassis as well as goods chassis. A
fruitless liason with Brush in 1930 to produce a six-wheel trolleybus,
the HD, marketed as Brush-Thornycroft, ended in 1933 with only three being
built.

In January 1931 there was a new passenger model introduced with
designation A12, the succesor to the A2 Long. A new 4.12-litre engine,
the OC4, based on the FB4, the largest customer being the EGOC with 41
A12 chassis. In late 1931 the A14 ‘Speedy’ 20-seat model was added.

In May 1931 a revised design of double-decker, the XC, was introduced and
five, bodied by Strachans, were supplied to Eastern National.  This was
the forerunner of a new range of passenger models introduced at the 1931
Commercial Motor Show, the CD Forward single-deck chassis, the 'Cygnet'
and the DD Forward double-decker, the 'Daring'. An initial five DD chassis
and five CD chassis were produced for use as demonstrators and the first
Daring was fitted with a Gardner 6LW 8.6-litre oil engine, believed to
be the first Thornycroft bus to be fitted with an oil engine from new.
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Delivered in May 1933 to Foster & Sons of Otterburn was JR523, a Cygnet CD with Beadle
bodywork. (Thornycroft/Institute of Mechanical Engineers).
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Perth Corporation No. 30 (GS3917), a Thornycroft ‘Daring’ with MCCW 48-seat bodywork new
in 1933. It passed to Alexander & Sons in May 1934 but had been withdrawn by July 1937. The
chassis was scrapped and the body transferred to another vehicle. (LTHL collection).
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Despite the variety of models offered vehicle orders slowly decreased in
the 1930's and staff had to be laid off. Thornycroft returned losses in
each of the years from 1932 to 1936. In May 1934 Tom Thornycroft resigned
as a Thornycroft director and as General Manager of the Basingstoke works
most likely due to a difference of opinion on future manufacturing policy
between Tom and the other directors. His departure probably brought about
the decline in the bus and coach side of the business. Although existing
models continued in production for a while and new prototypes were tested
no more new models that were specifically for bus work were produced. In
September 1934 the normal control AE/FB4 Long 'Handy' was offered as a
20-seat passenger vehicle and in 1935 the 'Dandy' CF normal control and
DF forward control models were introduced with passenger versions being
given the name 'Dainty', the only concession being softer springs on the
passenger version.

In 1936 Thornycroft announced that it was to cease offering full-sized
passenger models to the home market, in part due to the modest sales of
these types of vehicles but also reflected a lack of interest in this
line of business. In 1936 Southampton Corporation received the last DD
'Daring' models to be built, although the Kowloon Motor Bus Company
ordered 20 CD 'Cygnet' models in 1938 and the China Motor Bus Company's
final Thornycroft order was four CD 'Cygnet' chassis in 1940.

In November 1938 the 'Nippy' HF/TC4 forward control chassis was offered
in passenger form as a 20-seater, although the outbreak of World War 2
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on 3 September 1939 saw Thornycroft once again involved in producing
vehicles for military purposes and civilian use had to take a back seat.

By the end of the War, Thornycroft was considering entering the full-sized
passenger vehicle market once again. Two models the DG/NR6 and SG/NR6 for
double- and single-deck bodywork respectively were planned. In the event
the whole project ground to a halt and never got beyond the prototype
stage; no buses ever reached the municipal or major companies sector and
interest in the project began to wane. Just two prototypes were built and
just five buses reached a commercial user. Five SG/NR6 chassis bodied by
Longwell Green were delivered to the Bristol Co-operative Society as
coaches in Spring 1948. Two normal control prototypes were produced but
only one was bodied and displayed in the demonstration park at Earls Court
in 1948. Although Thornycroft were no longer involved in producing
passenger chassis, some operators continued to purchase the 'Nippy'
chassis for bodying, although in small numbers and by late 1948 even these
orders had dried up.

In April 1948 in response to the Labour Government's policy of
nationalisation, the vehicle manufacturing arm of Thornycroft had been
formed into a separate company – Transport Equipment (Thornycroft) Ltd –
which was eventually sold to ACV, the parent company of AEC in 1961,
bringing the independent existence of the Company to an end, but by then
passenger chassis were no longer in the Thornycroft catalogue.
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